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Abstract

Image based relighting techniques are a popular choice
for generating photo-realistic images of objects under any
lighting condition. A typical process for creating such a
model involves photographing the object lit from differ-
ent directions using a hemispherical lighting array. While
generating high-quality results, this requires a customized
hardware construction that puts the technology beyond av-
erage consumer reach. We investigate the use of monitor il-
lumination as a light source for capturing relightable mod-
els, and show that comparable accuracy can be achieved
using commodity hardware. In addition, monitors allow in-
creased flexibility in terms of adaptive sampling of light po-
sitions. We also present a method of correcting extrapola-
tion artifacts by augmenting hemispherical harmonics with
a low order model when reconstructing novel lighting con-
ditions outside the originally sampled region.

1. Introduction
Image based relighting techniques allow the creation of

photo-realistic images of objects under any lighting condi-
tion, and their applications range from inserting a character
into a new environment in a movie to digitizing an interest-
ing archaeological artifact in a museum. A typical process
for creating such a relightable model involves photograph-
ing the object lit from different directions using a hemi-
spherical lighting array. A custom built dome with lights
for this purpose can cost upwards of thousands of dollars.
While this is of little issue for a commercial purpose, a small
museum or a hobbyist would think twice before making an
initial investment for hardware based on a relatively new
technology. This remains an entry barrier which prohibits
widespread adoption of image based relighting in general.

We investigate the use of monitor illumination as the
light source for capturing relightable models, and show that
comparable results can be achieved using a normal com-
puter monitor. We present two capture configurations for
image acquisition, using a digital camera next to a single
monitor or between a pair of monitors. We also discuss the

trade-offs involved in using the monitor for illumination and
how they can be alleviated.

It is useful to begin by reviewing the steps involved in
constructing a relightable model. The first step, as already
mentioned, is taking a number of photographs of an object,
with each lit by light coming from a different angle. This
gives us a stack of observed intensities under different light-
ing for each pixel. The goal is to reconstruct an image of
the object under any novel lighting condition, which means
we have to estimate the intensity of each pixel under that
lighting. If the sampling is dense enough, we can directly
interpolate between adjacent samples to see what the object
would look like under light coming from a new direction.
The more common approach, requiring far fewer samples,
is to fit a reflectance model to the full set of measurements
at a pixel. Past research has looked at a number of suitable
reflectance models, including but not limited to Polynomial
Texture Maps [12], Wavelets[21], Spherical harmonics [17]
and Hemispherical harmonics [9]. Once a model is fit, any
novel lighting condition can be smoothly interpolated.

How to extrapolate accurately from a given set of sam-
ples to a lighting angle outside the measured samples is
less well understood. This must be addressed when using
a small monitor as a lighting device with only a limited
span of incident lighting directions. We propose an ex-
trapolation method where the measured samples are aug-
mented with synthetic images rendered under a simple lam-
bertian reflectance model. This allows a smooth extrapola-
tion into the region outside the originally sampled lighting
directions. We also show that by using the flexibility pro-
vided by monitor based illumination, we can incrementally
acquire additional samples as needed based on the residual
error of reconstruction. This leads to an adaptive acquisition
approach based on the object complexity which reduces to-
tal capture time.

The main contributions of this research are:

1. A comparison of relightable image capture using a
conventional lighting dome and a monitor as the source
illuminant.

2. An extrapolation technique that mitigates the limited
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Figure 1. Left to Right : (a) A custom built lighting dome (b) Single monitor capture setup (c) Dual monitor capture setup. Dome image
courtesy of Cultural Heritage Imaging

angular span of measured lighting directions.

2. Related Work
Lighting Hardware : Acquiring and generating re-

lightable models of real world objects has been a topic of
interest in computer graphics and vision for some time.
The early work, including Acquiring Reflectance of a Hu-
man Face and Polynomial Texture Maps, relied on custom-
constructed hemispheric domes with many lights that could
be controlled individually [4] [12]. This kind of apparatus
has proved very effective and remained the most popular
way to capture relighting datasets over the years, being cus-
tom made for that purpose. Unfortunately, even the simplest
such rigs cost several thousand dollars or more, placing
them out of the market for a casual user. Research into Bidi-
rectional Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs) often
makes use of even more sophisticated acquisition hardware,
including a mechanical arm that repositions the light [14].

Monitors have been used as illumination sources for mat-
ting ([24], [2], [13]) and relighting ([15], [23], [18]). Our
work focuses on comparing the results obtained using mon-
itor illumination to a conventional lighting dome. In the
work by Schechner et al. [19] a planar pattern of lit-pixel
segments is projected on to a white wall to generate a mul-
titude of incident lighting angles. Their focus was on using
multiplexed light patterns during capture. A projected im-
age covers a much larger angular span than a typical com-
puter monitor which is restricted to a limited set of inci-
dent lighting angles. We propose an extrapolation correc-
tion technique which allows monitors to be used as illumi-
nants.

Computer monitors have been used as light sources for
carrying out photometric stereo [20] [8]. Clarke presents a
formula to approximate a distant point light source with a
nearby planar patch, which we use in our work [3].

Extrapolation with limited samples : Since most
capture scenarios involve fully sampling the hemisphere of
lighting directions, most research has focused on interpo-

lation and not extrapolation. Ghosh considers BRDF ex-
trapolation when transforming samples from a zonal basis
to a spherical harmonic basis for the purpose of extrapola-
tion [10]. Since the BRDF is sampled from multiple direc-
tions and multiple viewpoints in their examples, the spher-
ical harmonics provides a suitable low order basis for ex-
trapolation. However, given the range of our samples, even
a low order spherical harmonics fit will not provide accurate
extrapolation results (as shown in Figure 8) , and the phys-
ically constrained Lambertian reflectance model performs
better. Similarly a general spherical harmonics extrapola-
tion method is unsuited to our application since it works
well only when the region of missing samples is small [16].

Dealing with limited samples has been studied in a va-
riety of other ways. Prior work has analyzed the number
of samples needed for relighting [7] [5] [1]. Hertzman
does not fully sample each pixel, and instead represents
scene pixels using a linear combination of basis BRDFs
[11]. Adaptive capture techniques and compressive sens-
ing have been used to capture highly detailed reflectance
models [6] [15] [22]. The simple adaptive sampling method
in this paper is only meant to demonstrate the feasibility of
using these more sophisticated methods with a monitor.

3. Background
The typical relighting capture setup consists of a hemi-

sphere (or in certain cases a full sphere) of lights placed
around the object of interest with the camera pointing at
the object which is at the center of the hemisphere (figure
1a). Each light is lit in turn and an image is taken under
that illumination. Once the stack of images under different
lighting conditions has been captured, a variety of means
can be used to reconstruct the scene under a novel virtual
lighting condition. One way to interpolate lighting is to fit
a parametric function, such as a Polynomial Texture Map,
Spherical Harmonic, or Wavelet representation, to the pixel-
wise reflection data.

We fit a Hemispherical Harmonics (HSH) model inde-
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pendently to each pixel in the image. Hemispherical Har-
monics are a set of orthonormal basis functions defined over
a hemisphere, and are derived from Spherical Harmonics.
The intensity of a pixel lit under incident light from direc-
tion (θ, φ) can be calculated as follows,

f(θ, φ) =

n∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

cml H
m
l (θ, φ) (1)

where Hm
l (θ, φ) is the Hemispherical harmonics basis

function as presented in [9] , n is the order of the hemi-
spherical harmonic and cml is a per pixel scene dependent
weighting coefficient. To render a scene under novel light-
ing we must compute these hemispherical harmonic coeffi-
cients.

We can expand equation (1) and express it in matrix form
as follows,

f(θ, φ) = ~H · ~c

where ~H = [H1
1 (θ, φ), H

2
1 (θ, φ), . . . ,H

n
n (θ, φ)] and ~c =

[c11, c
2
1, . . . , c

n
n]

T . If a single lighting direction (θ, φ) is in-
dexed by i, this can be rewritten as,

fi = ~Hi · ~c

By stacking up measured samples of m different lighting
directions, we can now define vector ~f = [f1, f2, . . . , fm]T

and matrix H = [ ~H1, ~H2, . . . , ~Hm]T . Using these the fol-
lowing linear equation can be solved to obtain values of the
hemispherical harmonic coefficients ~c.

H~c = ~f (2)

And the computed coefficients can be used with equation
(1) to compute the pixel intensity under any novel lighting
direction.

Note that the number of coefficients is based on the order
of the HSH model (# of coeffs.= (order + 1)2), and allows
the flexibility to represent a reflectance function with a vary-
ing degree of complexity. This makes it more appropriate
for our purposes than an analytical model because we can
select the order depending on the type of object that is being
photographed, as we will explore in section 4.3.

4. Monitor-based Acquisition
Monitors are much more flexible illumination sources

than special purpose domes with fixed point lights. How-
ever monitors are not as bright, and they subtend a limited
angular range. In this section we discuss our implementa-
tion, and give two brief examples of the advantages avail-
able by using a monitor. First, using low frequency area
lighting, rather than point lighting reduces aliasing due to
high frequency illumination effects. Second, adaptive sam-
pling allows the number of lighting samples to be tuned to

Figure 2. A subset of the rectangular patch patterns displayed on
the monitor

Figure 3. A cross-sectional illustration of the capture setup. Left :
Single monitor setup showing the placement of the monitor, cam-
era and the object(top), and the calculated directional lights rela-
tive to the object(bottom) Right : The Dual monitor capture setup
with similar details

the complexity of the object being captured. We conclude
this section with a comparison of accuracy between dome
and monitor acquisition, showing that monitor capture can
produce results comparable to those obtained using a tradi-
tional dome device.

4.1. Implementation

Our capture system uses a single monitor (figure 1b ) or
a dual monitor setup (figure 1c). A sequence of white rect-
angular patchs are displayed on the monitor (figure 2), and
the object is photographed under each illumination condi-
tion. The configuration of the capture setup showing the
monitors, the camera and the object is illustrated in figure
3(top).

Since the illuminated surface patch is a near area light
source, the directional lighting equivalent needs to be es-
timated. We use Clark’s method to approximate a distant
point light source given the coordinates of an illuminated
patch and the distance to the object from the monitor (Fig-
ure 3) [3]. In addition to providing an equivalent illumi-
nation direction over the hemisphere, this also provides a
relative brightness calibration for each illuminated patch on
the monitor.

Since the luminance output of a patch on the monitor is
lower than a typical illuminant (flash / halogen lamp) that
would be used in a custom lighting rig, we use a longer
exposure time ( 0.8s) and a dark environment for image ac-
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Figure 4. Comparison of reconstructed images from capture under
point light sources (left) and area light sources (right). Notice the
cross-blended shadow near the tail of the cat

quisition.
We use both a single monitor setup and a dual monitor

setup with 22” LCD displays. Most objects shown in this
paper were photographed using a Canon Rebel XT DSLR
camera. White balance correcting was done using a gray
card.

To demonstrate the lowered barrier to entry and ease of
capture enabled by using monitors as illuminants for re-
lightable image capture, we also built an acquisition system
implemented as a web application (using flash and PHP)
which displays lighting patterns on the screen and captures
images via a webcam. A user need only visit a web page to
capture a relightable image from their desktop or laptop.

4.2. Point vs Area Light Sources

Point light sources are a high frequency lighting environ-
ment which induces high frequency shadow and specularity
effects in sampled images. Since we take a limited number
of lighting samples, proper signal processing would have us
low-pass filter the lighting environment before sampling it.
This can be approximating using area light sources.

Nearly all domes make use of lights with limited area,
usually a small bulb. In contrast, illuminating patches on
a monitor provides area light sources. Since the monitor
illumination is easily changed, the light area can be eas-
ily adapted to match the sampling frequency. Practically
speaking, point lights can produce a crossblending effect in
reconstructed images, rather than the appearance of smooth
lighting. Figure 4 illustrates this issue. The left image,
which was reconstructed from a capture under a dome of
lights, shows cross-blending near shadow areas (inset). On
the right side, where the images were captured under area
light sources (a monitor), the cross-blending artifacts are
absent.

4.3. Scene Dependent Adaptive Capture

Not all objects require the same number of lighting sam-
ples for accurate reconstruction. With a dome, it is difficult
to arbitrarily add more physical lights if they are required

for a particular object. Monitors provide the flexibility to
adaptively change the number of samples, depending on the
needs of the object.

Objects should be captured using the minimum number
of samples needed for the reconstruction. This will reduce
the capture time, and also allow the use of a less complex
model (i.e. fewer terms on the polynomial). We carry out
a real-time iterative capture process that fits a model, esti-
mates the error, and decides whether more samples need to
be captured. We can illuminate smaller patches on the mon-
itor to acquire more samples. Our algorithm is simple and
meant to demonstrate that a monitor allows adaptive cap-
ture.

The steps for the algorithm are as follows,

0. Initialize n = 1, and the set of captured images to the
empty set

1. Capture enough new images under new lighting condi-
tions to fit a model of order n, and add them to the set
of captured images

2. Do an n-th order Hemispherical Harmonics model fit
to the set of captured images

3. Calculate reconstruction error (by comparing cap-
tured and reconstructed images)

4. If reconstruction error is larger than the threshold, a
more detailed model is needed. Increase n and go to
step 1

20 Samples RMSE 40 Samples RMSE
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Figure 5. Adaptive capture results comparing reconstructions us-
ing different numbers of samples for objects with simple (i.e.
white cat) and complex (i.e. silver box) reflectance. Note the
high initial reconstruction error for the silver box and the relatively
large reduction when extra images are added.

Figure 5 shows two examples of objects with differ-
ent degrees of complexity and their acquisition result us-
ing the adaptive method. The reconstruction error used is
the pixel-wise RMSE which compares the captured images
and reconstructed images under given lighting conditions.
A mostly matte object (white cat) can be represented with a
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lower-order HSH and requires fewer lighting samples to be
captured. The reconstruction error is relatively small even
after fitting a first order HSH (4 coefficients). Given such a
low reconstruction error, the adaptive algorithm would have
terminated the capture. Adding additional lighting samples
does not change the detail of object nor reduce the recon-
struction error significantly. On the other hand, with a com-
plex object (silver box), the lower order fit results in a large
reconstruction error. Once we acquire more images and
carry out a higher order fit, we can see a decrease in the
reconstruction error. Additionally the reconstruction shows
more high-frequency lighting detail visually.

4.4. Comparison of Relighting Results

In order to verify that high accuracy capture is possible
using a monitor, we compared directly against a dome. The
dome had 24 incendiary flash lights and used a Canon 20D
DSLR camera. The monitor based capture used 24 rectan-
gular patches, matching the number of captured samples on
the dome. White balance correcting was done using a gray
card.

Figure 6 shows side-by-side comparisons for 4 objects
captured using a lighting dome and the monitor. In each
dataset, the reconstructions are lit from the same incident
lighting angle for visual comparison. Reconstruction er-
rors were calculated for each approach using a test set of
sampled images that were not included in the model fit-
ting. Since the test images were sampled within the limits
of the measurements span, these reconstruction errors rep-
resent interpolation errors in both cases.

The reconstruction errors were observed to be less than
a dome based setup in all the cases. We hypothesize that
the reduced error comes from using area lights as well as
sampling lights only over the reduced angular range of the
monitor. This leads to a better approximation via HSH in
the interpolated regions. Finally, as we can observe from
the rendered images, both the acquisitions produce similar
perceptual results.

5. Extrapolation Using Analytical Models
An obvious disadvantage of a typical monitor is that the

small and flat display area leaves us with a limited span of
incident lighting angles compared to a hemispherical dome.
While this can be overcome using a dual monitor capture
setup as presented in figure 1c, in this section we present
an extrapolation technique which can be used to generate
novel views outside of the sampled incident lighting angles.

We would like to be able to reconstruct the scene un-
der any novel lighting condition over the entire upper hemi-
sphere. However, measuring samples from only a limited
span of angular lighting directions (Figure 7) constrains the
domain over which we may accurately interpolate with a
parametric function.

Figure 7. The range of angles covered by monitor illumination
(indicated by the blue points)

Parametric functions such as hemispherical harmonics
are not useful for relighting when extrapolating far beyond
measured samples. If we fit an HSH model to a set of sam-
ples, and simply reconstruct an image under a novel lighting
condition outside the sampled range, it often shows signif-
icant artifacts (Figure 8-top). On the other hand, analytical
reflectance models, such as Lambertian, Phong or Ward, are
less prone to such severe extrapolation artifacts, since they
are constrained to a physical model. However, simply using
an analytical model would result in the loss of detail cap-
tured by the higher order hemispherical harmonics model
inside our sampling range. Our proposed method is a merg-
ing of the two models, effectively capturing detail where
we have samples and falling back to the simpler analytical
model in the extrapolated areas.

Given the measured samples f(θ, φ), using equation (2)
we can obtain the hemispherical harmonic coefficients ~c.
Photometric stereo can be used to calculate the surface nor-
mal N and albedo ρ. The relighting result can then be
computed by blending equation (1) and the Lambertian re-
flectance model as follows.

I(θ, φ) = αρN.L(θ, φ) + (1− α)

n∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

cml H
m
l (θ, φ)

(3)
where α is a cross blending term linearly varying from 0..1
when (θ, φ) moves outside the sampled region.

Figure 8 shows the rendered images with plain hemi-
spherical harmonics and our extrapolation algorithm. In
each case, the plots on the left show the computed inten-
sity (in red, green and blue channels) for a single pixel in
the scene under a light moving from left to right over the
hemisphere. The measured samples are indicated by cross
marks for each color channel. It is evident from the top plot
that naive extrapolation of the hemispherical harmonic re-
sults in unpredictable behavior outside the measured data
region, with all three channels being quickly saturated. The
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Figure 6. Comparison of Dome and Monitor based capture results

bottom row of images shows the results of using the ex-
trapolation algorithm. As can be observed by the plots all
the color channels behave reasonably and gradually get less
bright as the light moves to a grazing angle.

To compare the effectiveness of extrapolated models
against real data, we first collected input images using a
lighting rig with 90 lights spanning the full hemisphere.
Then we selected the inner set of lights falling within 45
degrees of angle from the zenith, similar to the span of in-

cident illumination from a single monitor setup. Different
reflectance models were fit to this limited span of lights,
and relit images reconstructed under lighting angles from
0◦ (zenith) to 90◦ (horizontal plane).

Figure 9 shows the RMSE of reconstructed results com-
pared to the ground truth. Since the range of input sam-
ples span ≈ 45 degrees from the zenith, the reconstruction
error up to that point represents interpolation errors. Sim-
ilarly reconstruction errors for lighting angles > 45 repre-
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Figure 8. Two examples comparing reconstructed images with (bottom row) and without (top row) extrapolation correction. The plots on
the left show the intensity variation for R,G,B channels of a single pixel (indicated in yellow) under the changing lighting directions from
left to right over the hemisphere

Figure 9. Plot showing reconstruction error vs angle of lighting
from zenith for different reflectance models. When interpolat-
ing between measured samples, the HSH model has significantly
lower error than the analytic Lambertian or Phong models. When
extrapolating beyond the sampled region, the Lambertian model
performs best. We use a linear blend between these two mod-
els, using the more-detailed HSH model while interpolating and
smoothly shifting to the Lambertian model when extrapolating.

sents extrapolation errors. In the interpolated region (indi-
cated in the plot), we can see that the plain Hemispherical
Harmonics model performs best. However it immediately
breaks down upon extrapolation. Phong and Lambertian
models perform reasonably well even under extrapolation.
Our method generates lower reconstruction error upon ex-

trapolation than the other methods, and in the case of ex-
treme extrapolation performs no worse than the Lambertian
model.

We chose a simple Lambertian model instead of a more
complex analytical model such as Phong or Ward since
given the sparseness of our input samples, a non-linear solve
with a high number of unknown parameters may result in
a noisy fit. For example in figure 9 even for interpola-
tion, Phong fares worse than Lambertian in most cases.
With dense, complete samples theoretically a more complex
model would be a better choice, but the limited and sparse
sampling that we have does not make a complex analytical
model suitable for extrapolation.

Combining a parametric HSH model with an analytic
Lambertian model provides the benefits of both models.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated the capture of relightable
images using regular monitors as illuminants. We have
shown that the results are comparable in quality to an expen-
sive, custom-built lighting rig while providing additional
flexibility. We also demonstrate a reduction in high fre-
quency lighting artifacts, and that adaptive capture can de-
termine the appropriate number of lighting samples to cap-
ture for a given object. We addressed the main limitation
of monitor based capture by presenting a simple but effec-
tive extrapolation method that can be used in re-rendering
images from directions outside the sampled lighting set.
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